Rainbow Cloud template sheet

What you need for this project:

*Core wool/batting for the rainbow shape approx. 3g
*Coloured batting/carded slivers for the rainbow.

I used Corridale carded slivers in:
- Lavender
- Aqua
- Leaf green
- Catkin
- Marigold
- Scarlet
- Begonia
- Dream (for the raindrops)
- White (for the cloud) approx. 2.5g for both

*2 x 38g triangle felting needles or similar
*Length of embroidery thread for hanging your rainbow (optional)

Glue the rainbow and cloud onto a piece of card (cereal box or a thick cardboard box)

Enjoy!

Wool can be purchased from [www.thewoollyrabbit.co.uk](http://www.thewoollyrabbit.co.uk) If you make this project, please credit The Woolly Rabbit if sharing online